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For a lawyer who tackles tough opponents in sophisticated lawsuits over oil royalties and stolen software technology, you might expect Spencer Hosie to prepare for trial with a team of expert coaches.

Not quite.

"Before every trial, I take my 11-year-old out and talk to him about the case to see how he reacts," said Hosie, who added that if he can’t explain a complicated subject in simple terms that his son understands, then he knows he won’t win over a jury. “You’ve got to keep it simple.”

But in Hosie’s area of litigation, simple is no easy task.

The caseload at his eight-lawyer San Francisco firm Hosie, Frost, Large & McArthur is divided about 40% energy and 60% antitrust. The common thread is that whether his cases are about fraud or price-fixing, they typically turn on economics—admittedly not a very sexy topic for most juries, concedes Hosie.

“The challenge is to reduce the case down to a simple story about right and wrong,” the lawyer said. Even the most complex case reduces to a story about someone being cheated, Hosie said. Jurors are not cavalier, he asserted. Jurors are willing to work hard to comprehend a case and take seriously their ability to right a wrong. “If the case is about right and wrong and about fairness, then I can talk personally to the jury,” Hosie said.

Hosie Frost opened in 1999, but Hosie has been litigating on his own since...
leaving Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe in 1985. His adversaries are the biggest kids on the block—from Exxon Corp. to Chevron Corp. to Microsoft Corp. Such companies have access to the best defense lawyers and possess the financial power that enables them to see cases to trial or to drag cases out long enough to wear down most plaintiffs.

For Hosie, that means he goes into every case fully prepared to go the distance and just as ready to go to trial. What’s more, he said, “I think it’s fun.”

In March 2004, Hosie tried a case against Chevron (then ChevronTexaco Corp.), accusing the oil company of cheating the state of Louisiana out of royalties from land leased from the state between 1987 and 1999. *Louisiana v. ChevronTexaco Corp.*, No. 93658 (Lafourche Parish, La., Dist. Ct.).

The three-week trial took place in the Louisiana town of Thibodaux, in the Cajun delta. Hosie said that he had exhausted all his peremptory challenges during voir dire, yet still ended up with a jury of three alternates and two jurors who were oil company employees (not Chevron’s).

Chevron lawyers immediately attacked the San Francisco lawyer as an outsider, but Hosie approached it head-on. “That’s true that I’m not a local,” Hosie told the jury. “But the case isn’t about me.”

Chevron’s counsel, G. William Jarman of Kean Miller Hawthorne D’Armond McCowan & Jarman in Baton Rouge, La., did not return phone calls seeking comment.

But knowing how to talk to the jury is worthless, said Hosie, unless you have the evidence to back it up. “No matter how pretty the words, if you can’t show the jury the documents, you’re gonna lose,” he said. That is where determined discovery comes in.

The lawyer describes his own discovery process as “dogged relentlessness.” In representing Burst.com Inc. in a recent lawsuit against Microsoft, Hosie combed though 180 boxes of e-mails looking for key evidence that eventually paid off. “I read every page,” said Hosie. “It took weeks.”

Burst.com Inc. sued Microsoft in June 2002 for allegedly stealing technology for broadcasting sound and video over the Internet after plans for a deal between the two companies broke off.

“I started paying attention to mysterious gaps in the e-mail coverage,” said Hosie. That discovery led to five motions against Microsoft, accusing it of systematically destroying evidence crucial to Burst.com’s lawsuit. Hosie wanted the judge to instruct the jury that it could infer from the destroyed evidence that the documents were damaging to Microsoft’s case. But that motion was still pending when the case settled in March 2005 for $60 million.

### Pushing hard

In taking on Microsoft, Hosie also pushed to be allowed to depose Chairman Bill Gates, arguing that Gates sets the tone for his company and knows every step it takes. In making his argument to the judge, Hosie quipped, “A sitting American president can be deposed, but Bill Gates cannot be?” He won the motion, and deposed Gates for three hours. The litigator said you need to push hard to get the discovery you’re entitled to. “If you don’t get the documents, then you file a motion and another and another and another,” he says. “Part of the process is knowing what you have, so that you have a sharp sense of what you don’t have.”

Hosie said he often memorizes pages and pages of depositions. He will ask a company executive the same question repeatedly and then call key company executives as hostile witnesses. It’s a risk that can be disruptive, he admits, but it often pays off.

“If you pick the right people you can get them to lie,” said Hosie.

He has laser clips of the video depositions with bar code labels for use during trial.

If Hosie gets a different answer than the executive gave in deposition, he shows the video clip to the jury.

“That is something we do a lot. Call executives as hostile witnesses and then bang them with the video impeachment.”

Pictures, video and all kinds of graphics are essential to a trial, said Hosie. “People remember pictures.” Witnesses often looked polished in the courtroom, so Hosie likes to show the jury another image on video. “I show them these executives and they look horrible on videotape.”

But for all the punches Hosie may have pulled with the other side, the lawyer says he has also been surprised by client referrals from opponents he has gone up against. He, in turn, admits to a “grudging respect” for his adversaries.

One such adversary is Mark Bennett, a former Honolulu defense lawyer who represented Chevron in litigation where Hosie represented the state of Hawaii. Bennett, ironically, is now the attorney general of Hawaii who describes Hosie as a “hard-charging” lawyer.

Bennett added that now, as AG, he would look to hire his former adversary for the right kind of case. “If it was the kind of case, especially in an oil and gas arena, where you needed outside counsel, Spencer would give you that kind of vigorous representation.”

---
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